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Contains bingo-friendly letter internal pattern -OTA- 

QUESTIONS (Answers on page 2) 

Unscramble them from alphagrams and abridged definitions 

ABCINOT pertaining to botany (science of plants) [adj] 

ACELORT small cymbal (percussion instrument) [n -S] 

ADEGOST state of senility [n] 

ADDORST senile person [n] 

ACEEGOT obstructive action in defense of natural environment [n -S] 

AEFGLOT act of floating (to rest or remain on surface of liquid) [n -S] 

AEFGOOT length or quantity expressed in feet [n -S] 

ACHIOST  line on map connecting points of equal wind velocity [n -S] 

ADELORT close-fitting garment [n -S] 

ABELNOT person of distinction [n -S] 

ABLNOTY in distinguished manner [adv] 

ADENOTT to put into notation [v] 

AENOSTT to put into notation [v] 

ANOORTT one that notates (to put into notation) [n -S] 

AELOPST court game of Spanish origin [n] 

AILOPTV critically important [adj] 

ABELOPT liquid suitable for drinking [n -S] 

AEGOPST thick soup [n] 

ACIMOPT pertaining to rivers (large, natural stream of water) [adj] 

AELORTT to ascertain entire amount of [v -ED, -ING, -S, -LLED, -LLING, -S] 

AEGOORT system of roots [n -S] 

ADEORTT to turn about axis [v] 

AEORSTT to turn about axis [v] 

AOORRTT one that rotates (to turn about axis) [n -ES, -S] 

AAOPSST evergreen tree [n] 

ACLORST pouch of skin that contains testes [adj] 

ABELOTT capable of being toted [adj] 

ADELOTT to ascertain entire amount of [v] 

ALLOTTY completely [adv] 

ABELOTV capable of being voted on [adj] 
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ANSWERS 

BOTANIC ABCINOT pertaining to botany (science of plants) [adj] 

CROTALE ACELORT small cymbal (percussion instrument) [n -S] 

DOTAGES ADEGOST DOTAGE, state of senility [n] 

DOTARDS ADDORST DOTARD, senile person [n] 

ECOTAGE ACEEGOT obstructive action in defense of natural environment [n -S] 

FLOTAGE AEFGLOT act of floating (to rest or remain on surface of liquid) [n -S] 

FOOTAGE AEFGOOT length or quantity expressed in feet [n -S] 

ISOTACH ACHIOST line on map connecting points of equal wind velocity [n -S] 

LEOTARD ADELORT close-fitting garment [n -S] 

NOTABLE ABELNOT person of distinction [n -S] 

NOTABLY ABLNOTY in distinguished manner [adv] 

NOTATED ADENOTT NOTATE, to put into notation [v] 

NOTATES AENOSTT NOTATE, to put into notation [v] 

NOTATOR ANOORTT one that notates (to put into notation) [n -S] 

PELOTAS AELOPST PELOTA, court game of Spanish origin [n] 

PIVOTAL AILOPTV critically important [adj] 

POTABLE ABELOPT liquid suitable for drinking [n -S] 

POTAGES AEGOPST POTAGE, thick soup [n] 

POTAMIC ACIMOPT pertaining to rivers (large, natural stream of water) [adj] 

RETOTAL AELORTT TOTAL, to ascertain entire amount of [v -ED, -ING, -S, -LLED, -LLING, -S] 

ROOTAGE AEGOORT system of roots [n -S] 

ROTATED ADEORTT ROTATE, to turn about axis [v] 

ROTATES AEORSTT ROTATE, to turn about axis [v] 

ROTATOR AOORRTT one that rotates (to turn about axis) [n -ES, -S] 

SAPOTAS AAOPSST SAPOTA, evergreen tree [n] 

SCROTAL ACLORST SCROTUM, pouch of skin that contains testes [adj] 

TOTABLE ABELOTT capable of being toted [adj] 

TOTALED ADELOTT TOTAL, to ascertain entire amount of [v] 

TOTALLY ALLOTTY completely [adv] 

VOTABLE ABELOTV capable of being voted on [adj] 
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